AISC Quality Certification

Our hands-on experience...
Our on-site guidance and training...
Together they make getting and using AISC Certification much faster, easier and more economical.

JAMES M. MOONEY & ASSOCIATES

Glenn Ihde & Company
Structural Steel Detailing
Tekla Structures 3D Modeling Services
OPF Firm – Professional Engineer and NISD Certified Detailers on Staff
Competitive Rates – Quick Turnarounds – All Sizes and Types of Projects Fabrication
Equipment Control Data – Electronic Drawing File Transfers
Staffing to Meet Project Requirements – AISC & NISD Member
1732 Bonner Street, McKinney, Texas 75069

www.gihde.com
glmoon94@aol.com

Experience Counts in AISC Certification...Just Ask Our Clients

Quebec Detailing Connection
100 Detailers available
Stations of 3D modelers for:
Superior management from “Old School” veterans, combined with the latest technology for simple to complex projects, with tight delivery schedules.

Contact Robert Beauchamp at 1-866-677-6161
e-mail@datadraft.com Web Site: www.quebecconnection.com

AISC CERTIFICATION
DONE THE ATEMA WAY

What are Fabricators saying about Atema?

“Not only did Atema help us prepare for our audit, they also helped us make the better business decisions.”
- Midwest Based Fabricator

“I was able to understand the requirements and develop a clear path to meet the requirements and improve my business.”
- Southern based Fabricator

“Thanks Atema! We did not receive any Corrective Actions and now we’re certified!”
- Northeast based Fabricator

Call: 312-861-3000
information@atemainc.com
www.atemainc.com

AISC Quality Certification
QUALITY-CONSCIOUS, GOAL-ORIENTED, AND PROACTIVE STRUCTURAL STEEL FABRICATORS COMMITTED TO QUALITY WANTED FOR AISC QUALITY CERTIFICATION PROGRAM. AISC is looking for capable fabricators of any size interested in reinforcing their positive reputation within their local market by implementing a quality management system addressing all aspects of their business processes. Candidates must be willing to subject themselves to a rigorous annual third-party independent audit. Successful candidates will become AISC Certified, proving to specifiers, contractors and owners that they have the personnel, experience, equipment and knowledge to deliver a quality product. All interested applicants please contact AISC at 312.670.7520 or certinfo@aisc.org.

WANTED

MARKS METAL TECHNOLOGY
10300 SE Jennifer
Clackamas, OR 97015
Info@MarksMetal.com
www.marksmetal.com 800.526.1031
We Bring Metal To Life

Are you thinking of becoming AISC Certified?

Quality Management Company can help!

Writing your own Quality Manual may be easier than you think. QMC Online (www.qmconline.com) has a multitude of free resources that can save you time and money preparing your documentation required for AISC Certification. At QMC Online, you’ll find:

- A downloadable sample quality manual geared to both large and small fabricators, that includes instructive comments from QMC
- Sample procedures with guidance on how to write them effectively
- Required references that meet current codes and standards for your library
- Answers to over 100 frequently asked questions
- Samples of internal audits and more

Make QMC Online your first stop when considering AISC Certification, or call 312.670.7520.
PROJECT MANAGERS, ESTIMATORS, DETAILERS, CNC PROGRAMMERS

STROCAL, INC. is looking for dedicated and experienced candidates for all aspects of its business including management positions, contracts managers, and shop fabrication. STROCAL, INC. is a Large Structural Steel Fabrication and Erection Company headquartered in Stockton, CA with an additional facility in Eloy, AZ. We offer excellent wages and great benefits.

For immediate consideration, please e-mail resume to jobs@strocal.com or contact:

STROCAL, INC.
2324 Navy Drive
Stockton, CA 95206
Fax: (209) 948-4585
www.strocal.com

PAPP IRON WORKS, INC.
Misc. Metals Estimator
One of New Jersey’s leading miscellaneous iron fabricator/erectors with 60-year history of winning performance seeks an experienced estimator with proven ability. Candidate should have minimum 4 years experience with miscellaneous metal take-offs, pricing and sales. Engineering knowledge helpful. Great opportunity. Full benefits including 401(k), company paid medical and life insurance, plus a signing bonus. Send resume along with salary history to:

Papp Iron Works, Inc.
950 S. 2nd St. / P.O. Box 3149
Plainfield, NJ 07063
E-mail: hr@pappironworks.com Fax 908 757 7590.
www.pappironworks.com

ATTENTION STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS

Do you have a “road map” for your career plans?

How can you use your abilities to improve your career?

Have you charted a path to further your career development? Every person has different goals and talents. I’ve worked with thousands of structural engineers and can assist you in finding ways to exceed your goals!

My qualifications:

• 11+ years experience at a leading structural software company helping thousands of structural engineers
• Prior experience as a structural design engineer
• A licensed engineer that understands the competencies unique to structural engineering

If you are wondering how to put your career in overdrive, call me TODAY to discuss how SE Solutions can help you put together a plan to dramatically exceed your career goals.

SE Solutions, LLC
Brian Quinn, P.E.
(616) 836-1702
www.FindYourEngineer.com

Trans-Tex Fabricating Company
San Antonio, Texas
www.trans-tex.com

Trans-Tex has immediate openings for the following positions:

Sales Manager - Dallas
Sales & Estimating - San Antonio, Austin
Project Managers - San Antonio
Detailing Dept. Checker - San Antonio
Detailers - Structural in Xsteel

For consideration send your resume to:
John C. Schuepbach
jobs@trans-tex.com
105 Humble Ave.
San Antonio, TX 78225
Fax: 210-924-0077

Capone Iron Corporation is one of New England’s top steel construction firms providing fabrication and installation of structural steel, miscellaneous iron and ornamental metals. We are seeking the best professionals in the steel industry.

• Project Managers
• Estimators
• Detailer
• Asst Production Mgr
• Asst Project Mgr
• Sales Engineer

Capone Iron Corporation offers competitive pay and a full benefit package including medical, dental, life, disability, retirement, paid holidays and vacation. Only experienced candidates need apply. Please send resumes to careers@caponeiron.com or fax to: 978-948-8650. No phone calls or agencies please.

www.caponeiron.com
Capone Iron Corporation is an Equal Opportunity Employer

RISA Technologies – Marketing and Support Engineer

RISA Technologies has openings for marketing and technical support engineers. This position involves marketing, client presentations and support for RISA Technologies many industry leading software products. We’re looking for candidates with at least a BS degree in structural or civil engineering with 2 or more years of practical design experience. Professional registration is a plus, as is an MS degree. Good communication skills, both written and verbal, are required. This position involves marketing, client presentations and support for RISA Technologies many industry leading software products. We’re looking for candidates with at least a BS degree in structural or civil engineering with 2 or more years of practical design experience. Professional registration is a plus, as is an MS degree. Good communication skills, both written and verbal, are required. This position involves marketing, client presentations and support for RISA Technologies many industry leading software products. We’re looking for candidates with at least a BS degree in structural or civil engineering with 2 or more years of practical design experience. Professional registration is a plus, as is an MS degree. Good communication skills, both written and verbal, are required. This position involves marketing, client presentations and support for RISA Technologies many industry leading software products. We’re looking for candidates with at least a BS degree in structural or civil engineering with 2 or more years of practical design experience. Professional registration is a plus, as is an MS degree. Good communication skills, both written and verbal, are required. This position involves marketing, client presentations and support for RISA Technologies many industry leading software products. We’re looking for candidates with at least a BS degree in structural or civil engineering with 2 or more years of practical design experience. Professional registration is a plus, as is an MS degree.

Good communication skills, both written and verbal, are required. This position involves marketing, client presentations and support for RISA Technologies many industry leading software products. We’re looking for candidates with at least a BS degree in structural or civil engineering with 2 or more years of practical design experience. Professional registration is a plus, as is an MS degree.

RISA Technologies has openings for marketing and technical support engineers. This position involves marketing, client presentations and support for RISA Technologies many industry leading software products. We’re looking for candidates with at least a BS degree in structural or civil engineering with 2 or more years of practical design experience. Professional registration is a plus, as is an MS degree. Good communication skills, both written and verbal, are required. This position involves marketing, client presentations and support for RISA Technologies many industry leading software products. We’re looking for candidates with at least a BS degree in structural or civil engineering with 2 or more years of practical design experience. Professional registration is a plus, as is an MS degree. Good communication skills, both written and verbal, are required. This position involves marketing, client presentations and support for RISA Technologies many industry leading software products. We’re looking for candidates with at least a BS degree in structural or civil engineering with 2 or more years of practical design experience. Professional registration is a plus, as is an MS degree. Good communication skills, both written and verbal, are required. This position involves marketing, client presentations and support for RISA Technologies many industry leading software products. We’re looking for candidates with at least a BS degree in structural or civil engineering with 2 or more years of practical design experience. Professional registration is a plus, as is an MS degree. Good communication skills, both written and verbal, are required. This position involves marketing, client presentations and support for RISA Technologies many industry leading software products. We’re looking for candidates with at least a BS degree in structural or civil engineering with 2 or more years of practical design experience. Professional registration is a plus, as is an MS degree.

Be sure to include a cover letter explaining why you want to work for RISA Technologies.
RECRUITER IN STRUCTURAL/MISCELLANEOUS STEEL FABRICATION

ProCounsel, a member of AISC, can market your skills and achievements (without identifying you) to any city or state in the United States. We communicate with over 3,000 steel fabricators nationwide. The employer pays the employment fee and the interviewing and relocation expenses. If you’ve been thinking of making a change, now is the time to do it. Our target, for you, is the right job, in the right location, at the right money.

PROCOUNSEL
Toll free: 866-289-7833
or 214-741-2014
Fax: 214-741-3019
mailbox@procounsel.net

Skyline Steel, Inc. is a Phoenix, Arizona-based steel fabrication and erection business. Specializing in structural steel and covered parking, we operate in Arizona, California, and New Mexico and have immediate openings in all positions, specifically for project managers, estimators, ironworkers, and fitters. Qualified applicants, with a minimum of three years’ relative experience, will be offered competitive wages and a full benefits package, including profit sharing and a 401K plan. Moving allowances and signing bonuses are extended in certain circumstances.

For an immediate response to this ad, please send us your resume via facsimile or e-mail.

SKYLINE STEEL, INC.
631 W. Commerce Ave
Gilbert, Arizona
85233
480.926.9178—Facsimile
careers@skylinesteelincaz.com

Be Inspired.

Senior Structural Engineer

An industry leader in ethanol plant design, engineering, construction, and management, Poet seeks a qualified Senior Structural Engineer to lead the structural design efforts for their company’s projects across the United States. The ideal candidate will possess a minimum of 10 years of structural steel design experience, including experience in designing and detailing for steel fabrication shops in the Rocky Mountain Region, is seeking experienced, talented, and dedicated Steel Detailers. We are looking to add to our experienced team of seven detailers. Utilizing SDS/2, our detailers work on projects ranging in size from the most simple rail designs to complicated buildings in excess of 800 tons. BSI offers excellent pay, great benefits, 401(k), profit sharing, overtime and a relocation allowance. If you are a detailer with at least two years of steel detailing experience, have a two year degree and, preferably, have experience with SDS/2, please respond to this ad! EOE M/F/D/V

To advertise, call 231.228.2274 or e-mail gurthet@modernsteel.com

STEEL DETAILER

Boulder Steel, Inc., located along the front range of the Colorado Rocky Mountains in the greater Denver area and one of the largest fabrication shops in the Rocky Mountain Region, is seeking experienced, talented and dedicated Steel Detailers. We are looking to add to our experienced team of seven detailers. Utilizing SDS/2, our detailers work on projects ranging in size from the most simple rail designs to complicated buildings in excess of 800 tons. BSI offers excellent pay, great benefits, 401(k), profit sharing, overtime and a relocation allowance. If you are a detailer with at least two years of steel detailing experience, have a two year degree and, preferably, have experience with SDS/2, please respond to this ad!

EOE M/F/D/V

To advertise, call 231.228.2274 or e-mail gurthet@modernsteel.com
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Structural Steel Fabrication Personnel Needed

Hillsdale Fabricators, one of the largest steel fabricators in the Midwest and three years experience.

Hillsdale Fabricators, one of the largest steel fabricators in the Midwest has an immediate opening for structural steel estimators with experience doing moderate to highly complex steel quantity take-offs. Candidates must be able to organize and understand contract documents and specifications in preparation of bidding projects up to 20,000 Tons in size, and will assist in preparing documentation for submittal of proposals. Successful candidates will also be required to solicit competitive bids from suppliers and subcontractors and to communicate with engineers, owners, and contractors during the bid process. Experience with FabTrol is a plus. Candidates should have a minimum of five years experience or a college degree (B.A. or B.S.) and three years experience.

Fax Resume To: 314-553-8355

Multi-Division Structural Steel Fabricator

Due to company-wide growth, Steel Supply and Engineering, a division of The Armada Group with headquarters in Grand Rapids, Michigan and facilities in Kalamazoo, Michigan and Indianapolis, Indiana has the following openings:

Structural Steel Project Manager: Grand Rapids, Michigan
Structural Steel Project Manager: Indianapolis, Indiana
Miscellaneous Metals Project Manager: Grand Rapids, Michigan
SDSS Structural Steel Detailers: Kalamazoo, Michigan
SDSS Structural Steel Detailers: Indianapolis, Indiana
Miscellaneous Metals Detailer: Grand Rapids, Michigan
Detail Manager: Indianapolis, Indiana
Structural Steel Estimator: Grand Rapids, Michigan

Successful candidates will have:
- At least three-five years experience in the Structural Steel Industry.
- Experience managing projects.
- The personality and ability to be an analytical self-starter capable of working in a team environment.
- A customer focused and people orientated personality.
- A proven track record of accomplishments.

Steel Supply and Engineering offers competitive pay with an excellent benefit package. We are looking for people with the personality and skills to join a company geared for growth. For more information go to www.the-armada-group.com.

Send resume to: tcollins@the-armada-group.com or mail or fax to:

The Armada Group
Attn: Human Resources
89 Monroe Center NW, Suite 300
Grand Rapids, MI 49503
Fax: 616-659-8777

Structural / Miscellaneous Steel Detailer
Southern California

Plas-Tal Steel Construction, one of the leading steel fabricators in Los Angeles for over 50 years, is seeking an experienced structural and miscellaneous steel detailer. The ideal candidate will satisfy the following requirements:

- A minimum of 5 years detailing experience using AutoCAD.
- A comprehensive knowledge of AISC and ADA codes and standards.
- Miscellaneous steel detailing experience.
- Structural steel detailing experience.
- Stair and rail systems experience.
- Good communication skills.

The position offers a competitive salary commensurate with experience, full medical and vacation benefits, 401(k) plan, profit sharing and performance bonuses.

Qualified candidates should submit resumes via fax or email to:

Plas-Tal Steel Construction
Attn: Colin Honeyman, Drafting Manager
Fax: (562)696-7620
Email: colin@plas-tal.com

Project Manager/Detailers/Checkers

SteelStar Corporation is an aggressively growing detailer/fabricator/erector ($16-20 Million/Annually) in the Denver Metro area along the beautiful Front Range of Colorado.

Project Manager ($65-95K Annually)
We are currently seeking an aggressive and skilled project manager with experience in low to mid rise commercial/industrial, miscellaneous and architectural/ornamental metals projects from 500-2000 Tons.

The successful candidate must have a minimum of five years experience in construction project management. Requirements to include, but are not limited to: excellent computer/technical skills, organizational skills, scheduling skills and documentation skills as well as good communication and customer service skills. Most important of all, the successful candidate must have a great attitude! An Associates or Bachelors degree is required; this may be waived in lieu of experience. Relocation to Colorado Required. Must have excellent references and project track record.

Detailers/Checkers ($15-$35 Per/Hour)
We are currently seeking (3) skilled Tekla (Xsteel) and (4) AutoCAD/AutoSD detailers & checkers with experience in low to mid rise commercial/industrial, miscellaneous and architectural/ornamental metals projects up to 2000 Tons.

The successful candidate must have a minimum of (3) year’s structural and/or miscellaneous steel detailing experience. Requirements include, but are not limited to: excellent computer/technical skills and Tekla or AutoCAD experience. Most important of all, the successful candidate must have a great attitude! Relocation to Colorado Required. Candidate must be able to provide excellent references and drawing examples. All candidates must be currently eligible to work in the United States.

We offer the security of a financially stable company, profit sharing, competitive wages, relocation reimbursement, medical benefits, 401k, paid holidays and paid leave time, and most of all, a fun place to work with opportunity for advancement. Please send resume to: SteelStar Corporation, P.O. Box 218 - Dacono, CO 80514 Attn: Employment - Fax 303.828.4092 or email employment@steelstar.com. Visit us @ www.steelstar.com.

Structural Steel Detailer

The nation’s largest structural steel Fabricator & Erector is recruiting for Structural Steel Detailers.

Ideal candidates will have at least 2-3 years related experience in the structural steel industry, preferably with Tekla X-steel.

Non-US residents encouraged to apply. Schuff is committed to sponsorship.

If you’re interested contact Todd Laduron at:

todd.laduron@schuff.com

or

602-452-4407

EOE/AA